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“ .". Reference memorandum dated February 26, 1964, from W. D. 3 1 Griffith.to Mr. Conrad concerning a continuing project wherein the . Bureau had undertaken to furnish the Commission with photographs .‘° - : Of all Commission exhibits, . Soe oe Y Co, : 
42 On 6/10/64, ‘Miss Mary Norton, Commission employee,: ea i} telephoned Section Chie? Roy H. Jevons, Physics ‘and Chemistry = =... Section, FBI Laboratory and made the request.that.a Bureau - De.) UE representative take -custody -of ‘thosé “exhibits listed on the ~ nnn wi js:., attached enclosure, It was further requested that three copies .-.: ., ...;be made of each exhibit and that these be furnished to the nF ‘ “4:Commission, ae oo : 
8 : As a matter of record, custody was taken of instant . aot, “exhibits by SA RoLert E. Neill on 6/10/64, At this tine, Cog Miss Norton also requested that SA Lyndal L. Shaneyfelt prepare = |. : | three copies of Cinnission Exhibit No. 885 and it was further “> Loe og equested that Comission Exhibits 882 and 883 (which are presently © 9°: ‘in the Exhibits Section) be photographed and that three copies of ©- ..- > ‘| these exhibits be furnished to the ‘Commission, ae DO TR 
ii)... . Phis work will be handled by an Agent Examiner of the te -/EBI Laboratory’s Document Section, . ee Set 
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a i ACTION: . | Exhibits will be photographed or otherwise reproduced = “ie: 11°77 as requested and three copies of each will be supplied =.” a - -, to the Commission; SA Shaneyfelt will be responsible eR P42 .7°-> for the photography of Exhibit 885, Exhibits 882 and ~.-.. : -.- 883 will be obtained from the FBI Exhibits Section for -- . ‘ photography. In accordance with existing instructions, . all exhibits (designated by *) not originating from 

    

  

: -° the Bureau will be returned te the Commission along SO, with the copies. The remaining exhibits will be . = maintained in Bureau custody, — ST a cnelosure .. EE pa eg a fost oF .2~109060 7 : ; Ce. - i= Mr, Belmort - Enclosure .__- oo ee UR ee ; ~ tir. Rosen — Enclosure a ; Foe “- Er. Sullivan — Enclosure poe -'=— He, Malley - Enclosure... _. 
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